
Perceptual and functional representations: Bridging the gapLouise PryorSchool of Computer ScienceUniversity of BirminghamMarch 1994AbstractAn agent operating in an unpredictable world must be prepared to adapt its plansto the circumstances that it actually encounters. To do this, it must recognise whenunpredicted situations a�ect its goals. In general, because of the complexity of both theworld and the agent's plans, it is infeasible to consider every element of every situationthat the agent encounters in the context of each of its goals. A productive approach isto use a �ltering mechanism to indicate those elements that are likely to be signi�cant.Such a mechanism must be computationally e�cient, so that the agent can respond in atimelymanner, and highly predictive, so that the responses are appropriate. The e�ciencyrequirement indicates that the mechanism must be based on easily perceivable features,and the prediction requirement indicates that it must be based on functional features. Inthis paper I present a type of feature that combines these two requirements and that canbe used as the basis of an e�ective �ltering mechanism. I discuss the prevalence of thesefeatures, reference features, in everyday life and consider how they can form the basis ofexpertise.1 IntroductionThe traditional approach to AI planning assumes that all the necessary information has beengathered before a plan is constructed, and that nothing unpredictable can happen duringthe execution of the plan. In this approach a single plan is constructed that when executedwill achieve all the agent's goals. The traditional approach is impractical in a complex andunpredictable world, in which it may be impossible to gather all relevant information, and inwhich unpredicted events may occur. An agent executing plans in an unpredictable world willencounter unexpected situations, and must be able to recognize when these situations a�ectits goals and adapt its plans appropriately. The inevitability of the unexpected means thatany plans that are made in advance will have to be changed during execution.An agent that follows this approach must be able to determine when it should adapt itsplans to handle unforeseen circumstances. This determination is not trivial: any aspect ofthe world may in principle a�ect any of the agent's goals; a change in any aspect of the worldmay thus make it desirable to change plans. If the agent is to respond to its environment ina timely manner it cannot a�ord to make a detailed analysis of every circumstance that itencounters.The approach described in this paper is based on the observation that the world, althoughunpredictable in detail, is in essence very regular. Objects in the world behave consistently1



over time, and causal mechanisms, while varying in application, operate according to constantprinciples. The �ltering mechanism that I have developed uses the fact that particular aspectsof the world are often associated with the achievement or frustration of certain types of goals.For example, the presence of a sharp object is frequently implicated in the ability to achieve agoal of cutting something, and often frustrates a goal to maintain a smooth polish on a surface.The sharpness of an object describes how that object a�ects goals whose achievement willbe either furthered or hindered if the object cuts something else. There are many conceptssuch as sharp that describe e�ects on goals; they form the basis of the �ltering mechanismdescribed in this paper.1.1 A �lter for opportunitiesAn agent, then, must be able to recognise when its goals and therefore its plans are a�ectedby the circumstances that it encounters|in other words, an agent must be able to recogniseopportunities and threats (Pryor & Collins 1994). The discussion in this paper concentrateson the recognition of opportunities, but the recognition of threats is not in principle anydi�erent.Opportunity recognition is complex in two ways. First, there is an enormous numberof elements in every situation that no agent can possibly predict. In principle, any of theseelements might a�ect any of the agent's goals, and none can be ruled out a priori. For example,when you are getting petrol for your car unpredicted factors might include: other cars on theroad, pedestrians on the sidewalk, cars parked along the road, conversation on your car radio,trees by the road, streetlights, a petrol station, cyclists, and the shops along the road. In theevent, most of these factors have little e�ect on your goals. However, in other circumstancesthese very same factors might be highly relevant: for example, if you knew that the petrolstation was just beyond a particular shop, or you actually ran out of petrol so had to coastto the side of the road, avoiding the parked cars.Second, there are many factors involved in achieving a goal, each of which may be a�ectedby a situation element. Suppose, for example, that you are using an old screwdriver to achievea goal to open a can of paint. There are many preconditions that must be true in order for thegoal to be achieved: the screwdriver must be available, it must �t between the can and thelid, it must be long enough to act as a lever and strong enough to stand the strain, there mustbe a surface on which you can rest the can, the surface must be strong enough to supportthe can, rigid enough to prevent the can from moving, and the surface must be a convenientheight. Any of these preconditions may be a�ected by unpredicted situation elements.Suppose, for example, you want to pry the lid o� a can of paint. You see a screwdriverwhich is long enough and strong enough to act as a lever, there is clear space on a tablenearby, the screwdriver is within reach, there is room for you to stand by the table, andthe table has a at level surface. Most of these situation elements are insigni�cant in termsof the existence of an opportunity for the goal: for instance, the presence of a table is notuncommon, facilitates the achievement of many di�erent goals and does not of itself constitutean opportunity to open the paint can. There are many di�erent ways in which the requirementof having somewhere to rest the can while opening it could be met, and it just so happensthat in this situation the presence of the table does the trick. However, the presence of thescrewdriver is more signi�cant; there are comparatively few objects that are suitable for useas a lever, and there are comparatively few goals whose achievement a screwdriver facilitates.There are countless similar examples. When you want to cut a piece of paper, for instance,2



it is easy to �nd somewhere to place the paper while you cut it; the critical factor is a toolwith which to perform the cutting. The occurrence of a bright sunny day constitutes anopportunity to have a picnic (in England at least; in sunnier climates the weather ceasesto be a critical factor). A visiting exhibition provides an opportunity to see pictures thatare usually in museums in distant cities. Spotting a friend across the street provides anopportunity to chat to her. The critical factor hypothesis plays a major part in the impulsebuying that has such a large inuence on the arrangement of goods in supermarkets; if aparticular product is close at hand, the retailers reason, consumers might buy it, whereasthey are unlikely to seek it out speci�cally.There is thus a large class of opportunities whose existence is indicated by the presence ofa single critical factor. The ability to recognize and handle these opportunities is necessary ifan agent is to operate successfully in an unpredictable world.1 A �ltering mechanism based oncritical factors will enable an agent to recognize these opportunities. If the agent determinesthat a factor that is critical for one of its goals is an element of the current situation, it cantake the presence of the factor as an indication that the goal is likely to be easily achievableand so is worth analyzing in more detail. An e�ective �lter that operates along these linescan avoid the excesses of computational intractability.2 Reference featuresA �ltering process is only e�ective if it is both cheap to apply and highly predictive. A �lterthat is too expensive to apply will be no more e�cient than performing a detailed analysis,and a �lter that is inadequately predictive will cause the agent either to miss many potentialopportunities or to waste cognitive resources on analyzing many goals for which there are noopportunities.2 The critical factor hypothesis means that an agent need only recognize thepresence of the critical factor for a given goal to realize that the goal in question is likelyto be easy to achieve. However, the �ltering process cannot consist of performing a detailedfunctional analysis of all the elements of the current situation to determine whether they arecritical factors for any of the agent's goals. If you want to cut some string, for instance,you shouldn't consider every object in turn, wondering whether it will serve your purpose; itwould be counter-productive to analyse the causal properties of the chairs and table in theroom, or of the cups and glasses on the table, to determine if they can be used to cut string.Indeed, we don't perform detailed analyses in these situations. We need not performfunctional analyses because we use the fact that the causal properties of objects tend to bestable across situations. Knives and scissors tend to cut things, chairs to support things, andcups to hold liquids. Over time, the functional tendencies of objects become apparent. Thisis obvious: we rarely have to worry about whether a chair can be used for sitting, or whethera knife can be used for cutting. Chairs do support things, and knives do cut things|in fact,they are made for these purposes.These functional tendencies can be used as features that are both cheap to compute andhighly predictive of e�ects on goals. The functional tendencies of objects can be labeled; forinstance, objects that cut other things are labeled as being sharp. These labels are called1There may be opportunities that do not belong to this class. The mechanism I describe in this papercannot handle such novel opportunities.2It is in the nature of a heuristic �ltering process such as the one under consideration that some opportunitieswill be missed and that some goals for there are no opportunities will be analysed.3



reference features (Pryor & Collins 1992). We have many other descriptive terms like thisthat label functionally interesting properties of objects. Words such as absorbent , sturdy andfragile indicate that the object with the property either a�ects other objects in some way oris itself a�ected. We use these properties all the time when we are planning to achieve goals:we would use something sharp to cut another object, something em absorbent to mop up aspill, and something sturdy to support a heavy object, but on the other hand would avoidusing something em fragile in situations in which it might break.2.1 Reference features are cheap to computeAn e�cient �lter must be cheap to apply: this means that it must be based on features thatare either cheap to compute or computed anyway for some other purpose. Features that arecheap to compute tend to be those that are directly perceivable; for example, features suchas the geometry and orientation of an object. Features that are computed in any case includethe type of an object, and in some circumstances the substance of which the object is made.Reference features are often associated directly with perceptual cues. Many of the refer-ence features that we use are closely connected with physical features that are easy to perceive.For example, a sharp object has a characteristic shape with a well-de�ned edge between twonearly parallel planes. In such cases, the sight of an object is enough to bring the referencefeature to mind. Indeed, the reference feature may be associated with objects that the agenthas never previously encountered, as long as the perceptual cue is presented. For example, anovel object such as a jagged rock with the relevant shape may be perceived as sharp even ifthe agent cannot recognize the object itself.These perceptual cues have obvious links to Gibson's theory of a�ordances (Gibson 1979).In Gibson's terms, the a�ordances of an environment are the functionalities an environmento�ers to an animal in it. For example, a horizontal, at, extended and rigid surface a�ordssupport, while a vertical, at, extended and rigid surface is a barrier. A pointed elongatedobject of moderate size and weight a�ords wielding and piercing, and a rigid object with asharp edge a�ords cutting. Gibson claims that a�ordances are high-order optical invariantsthat are used directly by animals in perceiving their environments. He considers them as beingrelative to the animal: for example, a surface is only a support if it is su�ciently extendedand rigid to support the animal.There are two main di�erences between a�ordances and reference features. First, referencefeatures are not limited to interactions between the agent and its environment, as appearsto be the case with a�ordances. A surface can have the reference feature support even if itcould not possibly bear the agent's own weight, as long as its ability to support other objects(smaller and lighter than the agent) is useful to the agent in performing its habitual tasks.Second, reference features need not be directly linked to perceptual features: we do nothave to feel or even see a knife in order to apply the term sharp to it, for example. Thereference feature sharp appears to be directly linked to the knife concept. Moreover, thereare some reference features that are not linked to perception at all, such as brittle and elastic.Reference features are part of the knowledge that we have about objects and other elementsin our world. 4



2.2 Reference features are highly predictiveAs well as being cheap to apply, an e�cient �lter must be highly predictive. The �lteringprocess described here is based on the critical factor hypothesis|it relies on the observationthat for most opportunities there is a single factor whose presence indicates the achievabilityof the goal in question. Most opportunities are the result of the achievement of many di�erentpreconditions, most of which are usually trivially easy to achieve, but a few of which are lesscommonly achieved. A critical factor for a given goal is one that achieves those preconditionsthat are usually di�cult to achieve. For example, the critical factor in achieving the goal ofcutting a piece of string is the presence of a knife; it is usually easy to �nd somewhere to putthe string while you are cutting it.A critical factor in the achievement of a goal is characterized in functional terms, that is,in terms of its causal e�ects on goals. For example, a knife is a critical factor for the goalof cutting string because it cuts things. Other situation elements that would also be criticalfactors for this goal are other objects that can cut things|a pair of scissors, for example.Features that are used to recognize critical factors must therefore be functional.Reference features indicate the functional characteristics of objects, and are linked ei-ther directly to perceptual cues or to physical characterizations of objects. For example, werecognize an object such as a rubber band as being made out of rubber by its physical char-acteristics, and its elasticity is linked directly to its rubber composition. Reference featuresare close to Sloman's proposal for compact functional descriptions derived from the possi-bilities for motion, and constraints on motion, provided by physical descriptions of objects(Sloman 1989). However, they are more general, being concerned with any sort of relevantfunctionality, rather than with motion alone.Of course, reference features do not fully describe the causal properties of objects, butare instead convenient summaries. Not all sharp objects are suitable for use in all tasks thatinvolve cutting. We rarely use knives to cut fabric or scissors to cut meat. The concept sharpdoes not specify exactly what form of cutting takes place: scalpels make relatively clean cuts,whereas bread knives do not. Reference features form a simple classi�cation of objects bytheir causal properties. This makes them eminently suitable for use in a �ltering process.A more complex classi�cation would be too elaborate and would be too time-consuming toapply.Reference features form the basis of an e�ective �lter for opportunities because they con-stitute an intermediate level of conceptualizing the world between the physical vocabularyprovided by perception and the functional vocabulary required to reason about goals. Theyare thus both cheap to compute and highly predictive.3 Using reference featuresReference features are labels that represent collections of related properties. Something thatis sharp, for example, cuts softer objects, scratches harder ones, snaps taut strings, burststaut membranes, pierces surfaces, and splits brittle objects. These are all di�erent e�ects,but there are many objects in the world that share all or most of them, and it is those objectsthat we call sharp. An agent that has a goal the achievement of which involves any of thesee�ects can choose something sharp with which to accomplish it; alternatively, an agent thathas goal the achievement of which would be thwarted by any of these e�ects would probablytry to avoid sharp things. The concept of sharpness is intimately bound up with the e�ects5



that sharp objects have on other objects. It is useful primarily in the context of reasoningabout those e�ects: that is, it is useful in the context of planning. It provides us with ashort cut analysis of how our goals will be a�ected by the use of an object: any goals thatrequire any of the e�ects listed above (e�ectively the breaking of the structural integrity ofanother object) may be aided by the use of something sharp, while any goals that depend onsomething's structural integrity may be adversely a�ected.The concept sharp is very useful just because many commonly arising human goals involvestructural integrity. If, however, we lived in a world in which structural integrity was unim-portant, we might well not even have such a concept, let alone �nd it useful. Interestinglyenough, this is the situation in some specialized domains of human experience. For example,if you are the end user of a computer the physical arrangement of �les on a disk is totallyunimportant to you. Whether all the information is physically connected does not a�ect youin the slightest. Most computer users know little and care less about the problems caused byfragmentation: a term in common use by operating system designers. The reference featuresthat an agent �nds useful thus depend on the tasks that it habitually performs. Agents per-forming di�erent tasks in the same world may attach completely di�erent reference features toobjects in their environments. Properties that are signi�cant to one agent may be completelymeaningless to another.Reference features, then, are used to label objects with their functionally interesting prop-erties. In particular, reference features label the critical functionalities of objects|the func-tionalities that tend to be required by critical elements in opportunities. For example, thecritical element in an opportunity to cut a piece of string must cut other objects; this func-tionality is indicated by the reference feature sharp, which indicates that the object to whichit is attached may aid in the achievement of goals that require cutting, scratching, snapping,bursting, piercing, or splitting, and may pose a threat to any goals whose achievement dependson none of these e�ects occurring.A reference feature is associated with the types of goals that the object can help to achieve,and those that it can thwart. This provides the basis for a heuristic �ltering process. If anobject has a reference feature that indicates that it may aid in the achievement of one of theagent's goals, then there is potentially an opportunity to achieve the goal: it may well beeasily achievable. If an object has a reference feature that indicates that it may thwart a goal,then there is probably not an opportunity to achieve that goal, and indeed the presence ofthat object may pose a threat to the goal. The �ltering process is heuristic because referencefeatures are not infallible: not all sharp things are equally useful in all goals that involvecutting, scratching, or whatever. However, reference features provide accurate indicationsmost of the time.As well as limiting the amount of analysis that need be done by forming the basis of ane�ective �lter, reference features also help to focus the reasoning that is performed. Not onlydo they indicate that there is a potential opportunity (or threat) for a given goal, they alsoindicate the form that the opportunity is likely to take. In the analysis stage that followsthe �ltering stage, an agent using reference features need not consider all possible ways ofachieving the goal for which there is a potential opportunity. Instead, it can focus its reasoningon the particular method of achievement indicated by the reference feature (Pryor 1994).6



4 Generalizing reference featuresIn the previous section reference features were characterized as labeling functionally interest-ing properties of objects in the agent's world. Functionally interesting properties, and hencereference features, are not limited to physical e�ects. For example, a common goal is to ac-quire and retain wealth. Gold, jewelry, paintings and other things that serve these goals aretermed valuable. Valuable objects are of interest not for their physical attributes per se, butsimply because of the fact that they are worth a lot of money. In general, abstract attributes,such as value or beauty, may have consistent functional tendencies in the same way as morephysical attributes, and reference features may tag these tendencies.Moreover, it is not only objects that can have functionally interesting properties. Theweather, for example, signi�cantly a�ects the tasks of many people. Roads become slipperywhen wet, forcing a change in driving habits. A bright sunny day provides a good opportunityfor outdoor activities. Similarly, a particular route that you often take might be a tra�c-freeshort cut on your way to work. If you are a mountain climber or a skier, di�erent terrainsallow you to use di�erent techniques. An agent may attach reference features to any elementof the environment that might a�ect its habitual tasks.Tasks may have reference features as well. If the use of reference features is to formthe basis of an e�ective heuristic �lter, the agent must have a method of determining whichparticular functional tendencies (as indicated by the reference features of situation elements)are likely to be involved in the achievement of its tasks. It must know what functionalityis required of a critical element for achieving each task. For example, a task to divide anobject in two is facilitated by the functional e�ects of cutting or splitting, both of which aretagged by the reference feature sharp. Reference features can thus be used to tag the criticalfunctional e�ects that facilitate particular tasks.5 Reference features are ubiquitousAs might be expected, there are many reference features that are so useful to so many peoplethat there are speci�c words to refer to them|words such as sharp, fragile, elastic, and so on.These are all words that refer directly to the functional characteristics of situation elementsthat are simple to compute. There are other reference features for which we have no speci�cwords; for example, thin exible sheetlike things such as newspaper, old rags, or tissue papercan be used to wrap other objects, and thin exible stringlike things such as cord, wire, orrope can be used to bind other objects together. There are also words that have more thanone meaning; something soft , for example, might be easy to cut or might be unlikely todent something else (it would usually, but not always, be both). Table 1 shows a number ofreference features commonly encountered in everyday life.The use of reference features such as those shown in table 1 would enable an agent tooperate e�ectively in the everyday world by recognising opportunities and threats while per-forming everyday tasks. However, there are many specialised domains for which these refer-ence features would not su�ce. Experts in these domains can, however, recognise threats andopportunities: indeed, that is partly what we mean by expertise. Novices, on the other hand,often react slowly, if at all, to unexpected situations. This observation leads to the specu-lation that the basis of expertise might be the possession of a conmprehensive and e�ectivereference features for the domain in question. An expert, in other words, obtains functional7



Surface interactions: smooth Load-bearing interactions: imsyslippery sturdysticky toughrough heavygritty lightgreasy softdull hardshiny solidglossy Cutting interactions sharpContainment interactions: bulky bluntdense hardtiny softlarge Breaking: brittlesmall fragilebig robustsheetlike delicatestringlike Deformation: rigidhollow exiblecontainer elasticLiquid interactions: impermeable bouncypermeable Temperature: hotabsorbent coldviscous frozenVision and light: transparent Use as tools: cylindricaltranslucent pryingsolid pointedTasks and plans: urgent graspable�ddly Stability: stablerobust unstabletime-consuming precariousMotion: at balancedbarrier lopsidedTable 1: Some common reference features
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information from many cheaply computable features in the domain. This speculation leadsto the question of how expertise is learned: how are reference features acquired? From thediscussion in this paper, it would appear that there are two possible routes: either the experthas learned to associate functional characteristics with features that everyone can computecheaply; or the expert has learned cheap ways of computing some especially relevant features.The relationship of reference features to expertise, and the whole question of the acquisitionof reference features, are areas for future work.6 ConclusionsIn order to respond in a timely manner to unexpected situations an agent must be able torecognize opportunities without performing large amounts of detailed analysis. This meansthat it must use a heuristic �lter to indicate those goals for which there are likely to beopportunities and threats. In this paper I have introduced reference features as the basisof such a �lter. Reference features are both functionally relevant and easily computable.They form a bridge between the physical characterization of the world in which the results ofperception are represented and the functional characterization used to reason about goals andplans. Reference features are used to indicate those of the agent's goals that are likely to beeasy to achieve in the current situation. The goals indicated by the �ltering process can thenbe analysed in more detail to determine whether there are genuine opportunities to achievethem, and, if so, whether the agent should take advantage of the opportunities. Referencefeatures can be used to focus the reasoning performed in this analysis stage.A �ltering mechanism based on reference features has been successfully implemented ina simulated domain (Pryor 1994). Further work will be directed towards investigating theiruse in real-world domains; whether people actually use them; and mechanisms by which theycan be acquired through experience.AcknowledgementsMuch of the work described in this paper was performed at the Institute for the LearningSciences, Northwestern University. I would like to thank Gregg Collins for many usefuldiscussions.ReferencesGibson, J. J. 1979. The ecological approach to visual perception. Boston, MA: HoughtonMiin.Pryor, L. 1994. \Opportunities and planning in an unpredictable world." PhD dissertation,the Institute for the Learning Science, Northwestern University.Pryor, L. and G. Collins. 1992. \Reference features as guides to reasoning about opportuni-ties." In Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society,Bloomington, IN, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.Pryor, L. and G. Collins. 1994. \Opportunities: A unifying framework for planning andexecution." In Proceedings fo the Second International Conference on Arti�cial IntelligencePlanning Systems, Chicago, IL AAAI Press. 9
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